CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR CHOICE OF A SUKKAT PA'ER DELUXE
The Sukkah is made of strong material and is designed to fit around its frame with the utmost
ease.
The Sukkah features two roll up windows and a zip-up door with nets to keep the bugs out.
No screws, nails or tools are required. The poles are designed to interlock into each other.
The basic Sukkah consists of
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TO ASSEMBLE
Construct the frame as in the diagram above as follows : Lay the poles out on the ground in
the way that they would be constructed. I.e. two horizontal poles for each wall and one
vertical pole for each corner.
For the 3x4 meter Sukkah:
Place the four vertical poles in the four corners
On the 3 meter sides place two horizontal 3 meter poles on
each side; On the four meter sides, place two horizontal
poles alongside another two horizontal poles with the vertical
‘joining’ poles in between them.
Place a 3 meter horizontal pole between the two vertical
joiners.

You must now construct the frame (without using the material). The
frame will stand on its own and will not fall over if all the wedges are
properly inserted in the vertical poles. At this stage, all the wedges on the
horizontal poles should face downward. Do not insert the middle poles
until the end. Ensure that the square on the middle of each vertical pole
is at the bottom half of the pole. Note : the poles are made to insert into
each other with ease. Should you experience difficulty, try align your
vertical poles so that the Sukkah is a perfect square or rectangle.

You will now have the full frame standing on it’s own.

Unravel the material around your frame and ensure that the
door is in the correct position. Start connecting the material
to the top poles of the Sukkah only. To do this open each
valcro flap and close it around each pole. Attach the valcro
so that it just holds, allowing room for the bottom poles to
be inserted. You will tighten the valcro later. Do the same
for the next four sides.

You should now have your frame standing with the material inserted on the top poles only.

You must now invert the bottom poles and fasten the material
around them. Start with the open corner and work your way
around the Sukkah so that the last wall which you complete,
will be the side with the door. Note: You must now invert these
bottom poles so that the wedges face upwards. This is
essential so that the poles hold the material taught.

Now, tighten all the valcro flaps, place the middle poles in their slots and fasten all the valcro
strips.
You can now roll on your Permanent Schach and decorate your Sukkah

SukkahMart also provides other products for Sukkot:
Permanent Schach which can be used from year to year. It is made of light reeds and held
together by natural "gava" fibers and has been approved by Halachic authorities worldwide. It
is neat and tidy, does not leave dry spots, nor drop leaves in your soup. It is no ‘schlep’ to
carry and no struggle to put up. You just roll it over your Sukkah and roll it off after Sukkot
and store it for next year. Use only natural fibers to tie your Schach to the Sukkah.
Lulav & Etrog sets of the best quality with prominent Hechsherim at affordable prices.
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